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Taking into consideration the third order corrections of perturbation theory for electron-ionic pseudopotential, the calculation of the e ective interionic interaction potentials in 3d{transition metals was carried out. For more full consideration of the model potential nonlocality in determination of its form-factors the procedure of the angular coordinates averaging was used. The analysis of the calculated potentials shows that the consideration of the third order corrections for model potential results in the increasing of the rst minimum depth and decreasing of the equilibrium distance between ions.
One of the most important characteristics of metals that determines their equilibrium properties are e ective potentials of interionic interaction. Usually the interionic interaction is represented in the form of a sum of pair-wise Coulomb potential and indirect interaction of ions through conducting electrons. An investigation of the interionic interaction for simple metals was performed in many works in which there were considered both the pair-wise interaction 1-3] (the second order of perturbation theory for pseudopotential) and the terms of perturbation theory of higher orders [4] [5] [6] . Concerning transition metals that problem is studied insu ciently.
Previously we carried out calculation of the e ective potential of interionic interaction for 3d{transition metals in the second order perturbation theory for pseudopotential 7] . For determination of the formfactors of the nonlocal model potential (MP) the semilocal approximation of Fermi sphere was used 2]. However, it is known that for quantitative calculations of the properties of metals the following aspects are actual. First, the more precise consideration of the electron-ion MP nonlocality. That can be achieved by using the procedure of formfactor averaging over angular coordinates 8] instead of the Fermi sphere approximation. Second, it is important to consider the perturbation theory terms of higher orders for MP that corresponds to many-particles correlations in the electronic subsystem.
Taking into account the above mentioned suggestions we express the e ective two-particle potential of interionic interaction as a power series in MP
where the rst term describes the direct interaction of ions (the most frequently used here is the pure Coulomb potential z (1) and third (2) order perturbation theory corrections. As it is seen from the gures, the consideration of the third order term essentially in uence on the form of the e ective potential of interionic interaction. For all three metals the consideration of V (3) 2 (r) results in the increasing of the rst minimum depth and decreasing of the equilibrium distance between ions. Obviously, V (3) 2 (r) will have the essential role for 4d? and 5d? transition metals since MP is more strong for them. That is why while summing up the perturbation series in MP we can not restrict ourselves by lower orders of perturbation theory.
Figure1. E ective interionic interaction in transition metals (1 { Fe, 2 { Co, 3 { Ni). Vrahovu qi popravki tret~ogo por dku teori zburen~za elektron-ionnim psevdopotencialom obqisleni efektivni potenciali mi ionno vza modi 3d perehidnih metaliv. Dl bil~x povnogo vrahuvann nelokal~nosti model~nogo potencialu pri rozrahunku ogo formfaktoriv vikoristano proceduru userednenn za kutovimi koordinatami. Analiz obqislenih potencialiv pokazu , wo vrahuvann popravok tret~ogo por dku teori zburen~za psevdopotencialom privodit~do zrostann glibini perxogo minimumu ta zmenxenn rivnova nogo atomnogo radiusu.
